
Are Resident Dance Artists required to complete their hours within the 9-5 standard work day? 
 
No, although those are the hours that are set aside in the Core Dance Studios schedule for their 
use. Any other time requests will be honored after paying renters and as available. 
 
Are offerings such as Morning Classes, DIG and CoreoLab compensated? 
 
No, attendance at Morning classes, DIG and CoreoLab is an individual choice and not to be 
considered part of the compensated structure. 
 
How many work hours are in a work week? How are the work weeks structured? 
 
As independent contractors, Resident Dance Artists determine the structure of their work week 
based on their responsibilities for that week. Weeks that include Core Dance specific work 
(teaching classes, working as a cast member on pieces with a Core Dance guest or resident 
choreographer, etc) will be more structured (possibly between 22-30 hours). 
 
Are there any specific requirements for co-marketing, social media presence, etc? 
 
All Resident Dance Artists will be expected to contribute to marketing Core Dance and their own 
work on their own channels and as part of Core Dance’s Marketing Plan. Specifics will be 
outlined in the Resident Dance Artist Agreement and in the mandatory orientation process. 
 
Are there any required qualifications for applicants such as degrees or specific trainngs? 
 
No.  All applicants, with a fully completed application, will be considered. Resident Dance Artists 
are chosen on the strength of their application. All finalists will be invited to an in person 
interview. 
 
Will there be any requirements for each artist to fulfill in terms of creating both solo and 
ensemble work, or is it completely up to the artist’s discretion?  
 
Personal work that is part of the Resident Dance Artist program is completely Artist led and at 
the artist’s discretion. Artists that are cast in work created by their fellow Resident Dance Artists 
or Core Dance choreographers are expected to adhere to that artist’s process and vision while 
working with them. 
 
Does this opportunity require travel/touring? 
 
Possibly. Core Dance is an internationally recognized company who tours regularly (in a 
non-COVID19 environment). Travel, including internationally, is a distinct possibility. 
 
Is this Residency restricted to artists in the United States of America? 



No, Core Dance welcomes applicants from anywhere in the world. Successful applicants MUST 
be able to live and work in the United States and are responsible for their own travel and VISA 
documentation. 


